REDUCE WORKPLACE
COVID RISK BY 82%
THE PROVEN INDUSTRIAL
SAFETY SOLUTION

THE STRENGTH OF
STRONGARM TECH

WHY STRONGARM TECH,
WHY NOW?

StrongArm Tech understands first-hand how the
profile of industrial risk can change in the blink
of an eye, and we’re constantly innovating to
uphold our commitment of keeping the world’s
Industrial Athletes™ Proud, Protected and
Productive no matter the conditions.

We consistently deliver an ROI of 5 to 1 or better
for our clients.

With more industrial wearables deployed than
anyone else in the marketplace, and 2 million
hours of movement, environmental and safety
data collected every month, StrongArm is
uniquely positioned to adapt quickly to the
changing risk environment and deliver solutions
that keep people safe.
With current deployments of our reconfigured
FUSE Risk Management Platform and its new
Covid capabilities - physical distancing alerts,
customizable daily reports and contact tracing
capabilities among them - we can definitively
say that the FUSE wearable sensor is empirically
proven to be effective in altering Industrial
Athlete™ behavior to create a safer work
environment in the Covid-19 era.
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▪ More industrial wearables deployed than
anyone else in the marketplace
▪ 2 million hours of actionable movement,
environmental and safety data collected
every month
▪ 15,000 FUSE Sensors active on Industrial
Athletes™ worldwide, and counting
▪ Enduring partnerships with several top
Fortune 100 companies

Current StrongArm Deployments

Keeping Industrial Athletes™
PROUD. PROTECTED. PRODUCTIVE

WORKPLACE SAFETY
IN THE COVID AREA
As cities around the world slowly begin
to reopen, a new Covid-19 normal
has emerged: Face masks, physical
distancing, constant hand-cleaning
… these are all long-term realities
whether you’re going out for a meal
with friends or putting gas in your car.

PHYSICAL
DISTANCING ALERTS

In industrial workplaces of all shapes
and sizes, the future is even more
uncertain. How do we continue
to support our national critical
infrastructure in the face of such a

CONTACT TRACING
CAPABILITIES

serious pandemic?
One thing is clear: Workplace safety in
the Covid era will be a pressing issue
for months, if not years. And the time
to act is now.
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THE STRONGARM COVID RESPONSE
CURRENT DEPLOYMENT SUCCESS
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Decrease in proximity alerts
between day 1 and day 2

Decrease in proximity alerts
between day 1 and day 20

Decrease in exposure risk
for individual with highest
number of day-one alerts
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In just two weeks,
workers wearing FUSE
dramatically changed
their behavior to reduce
risk of exposure to
other people.
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